
续写模仿 

applications 申请表 

I took a teaching job. 

I took what I could get/accept — a teaching job. 

= I took a teaching job _(that/which)_ I could get/accept.  

= I took a teaching job, which I would like to accept.  

I took a job — a teaching job. 

I took a position, a teaching job.  直接引语 

…— a teaching job at what I considered a distant wild area: western New Jersey  

=…— a teaching job at western New Jersey, which I considered a distant wild area. 

从句类型之间的转化 

I got what I want. 

I got all (that) I want. 

What I got is all that I want. 

What I got is what I want. 

All that I got is what I want. 

All that I got is everything I want. 

My characteristic optimism was alive only when I reminded myself that I would be doing what I had 

wanted to do since I was fourteen — teaching English. 

My characteristic optimism was alive only when I reminded myself that I would be doing what I had 

wanted to do since I was fourteen — teaching English. 

When I realized I am teaching English, I felt optimistic immediately. 

=When I realized I am doing what I like—teaching English, I felt optimistic immediately. 

=Upon realizing I am doing what I like — teaching English, I felt optimistic. 

=Upon realizing I am doing what I like — teaching English, my characteristic optimism was awaken/

aroused. 

=Upon realizing I am doing what I like — teaching English, I was taken over by characteristic optimism. 
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My characteristic optimism was alive only when I reminded myself that I would be doing what I had 

wanted to do since I was fourteen — teaching English. 

Considering their future career, others would rather study in China. 

considering/according to/generally speaking/tracing back to the year/…, I  

I couldn’t understand what he said. 

I couldn’t understand what what he said meant. 

I am wondering how what he said changed her life. 

urban adj. 城市的 

seize the moment 抓紧时机 

promote 晋升，促销，促进=encourage  

So I did, confident that, as the textbook had said, the bad behavior would disappear as I gave my 

students positive attention. 

= So I did as the textbook had said, confident that the bad behavior would disappear as I gave my 

students positive attention. 

adj作状语的类型总结： 

1-Fantastic and fabulous, the xxx attract an increasing number of xxx amateurs. 

2-Exciting at ……, the xxx attract an increasing number of xxx amateurs.  

3-Confident that I am eligible for the job, I applied the position. 

4-Frozen with fear=Frozen and scared, I …. 

particularly = especially = in particular 

trim (树木，草坪)  

listed 列举出 


